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In this paper, we extend Zel’manov’s classification of linear Jordan systems 
(triple systems and pairs) of hermitian type to quadratic Jordan systems over an 
arbitrary ring of scalars. Using associative triple systems (of the first kind) for what 
we believe to be a more natural tool to describe special Jordan triples, we show that 
an i-special prime quadratic Jordan triple system (the ideals of which remain semi- 
prime) with a nonzero hermitian part lies between an ample subspace of hermitian 
elements in a *-prime associative triple system and those in its Martindale system 
of symmetric quotients. Modulo some extra definitions, the structure of strongly 
prime Jordan pairs of hermitian type follows almost immediately from the Jordan 
triple result. p 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
From 1983 to 1985 in a series of three papers [13-151, Zel’manov 
showed that prime nondegenerate quadratic Jordan triple systems are 
either i-special or exceptional finite dimensional over their centroid and 
further established that whenever char # 2, 3, the i-special systems are 
forms of either one of live classical “hermitian types” or one of two classical 
“Clifford types” of system. Jordan pairs were treated in a similar way. 
In the present work, we extend the “hermitian” part of these results to 
quadratic Jordan triple systems over arbitrary scalars and at the same time 
simplify the methods by using associative triple systems (ATS). 
Indeed, it will emerge along the way that ATSs constitute natural 
envelopes for special Jordan triples, and so we first discuss general facts 
about those: an ATS is the odd component of a Z,-graded associative 
algebra A, and since gradings on A extend to its Martindale ring of 
quotients QF(,4) there is a natural notion of Martindale triple system of 
quotients. Following this, we list some basic definitions and facts of Jordan 
theory that will be needed. 
* The results presented here are contained in the author’s doctoral dissertation, written at 
the University of Virginia under the direction of Professor K. McCrimmon to whom the 
author would like to express his gratitude. 
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Hermitian theory begins in Section 3, where we establish some 
absorptive properties of hermitian ideals G(X) (ideals of the free special 
Jordan triple system that are n-tad closed; see [ 11 for the explicit construc- 
tion of such an ideal): given a special Jordan system Tc H(R, *), R an 
ATS, and an ideal la T, a high-enough power of G will absorb Tn YR (I) 
back into 2, and so T/Z is again special. This absorption provides a splitting 
of any i-special semiprime Jordan triple system as a subdirect sum of 
special prime systems of hermitian type (i.e., with at least one nonzero 
hermitian part G(T)) and prime systems of anti-hermitian type. Hence in 
the case of prime systems T with G(T) # 0, we may reduce i-speciality to 
speciality. 
In Section 4, the hermitian structure theorem states that a prime 
hereditarily-semiprime i-special system T with a nonzero hermitian part 
contains a nonzero ideal I which is ample I = li,(R, *) 4 T in a *-prime 
ATS R and is contained in the hermitian elements of QF(R), 
Tr H(Q, (R), *), where Q,(R) is the Martindale triple system of sym- 
metric quotients of R. Thus, if T is simple it is a full hermitian system 
T= H,(R, *). We then explain the compatibility of this result with 
Zel’manov’s classification by relating R to its standard embedding A(R). 
Finally, through the categorical equivalence of Jordan pairs with polarized 
Jordan triple systems, we formulate our main result in terms of Jordan 
pairs. 
1. ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS AND TRIPLFS 
Primeness (a milder version of simplicity) plays a major role in our 
classification of Sections 4 and 5, where we describe prime Jordan systems 
in terms of prime associative ones. In the present section, we first discuss 
associative algebras; then we outline analogous results for associative triple 
systems, leaving out the proofs which one can find in [2] (in many instan- 
ces, they mimic the already-familiar algebra case). Everywhere below, we 
will assume @ to be any commutative (associative) ring with unit, unless 
specified otherwise; also, q will denote an algebra or triple direct sum (as 
opposed to a module direct sum 0) and A z q Bi a subdirect sum. 
We recall that an associative @-algebra A is Z,-graded (or a super- 
algebra) if for submodules A,, A,): 
A =A,@A,, A,A, c A i +I with indices modulo 2. (l-1) 
We call A, and A, the eaten purr and odd part of A, respectively. Note that 
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A, is always a subalgebra of A. A super-grader yCG End,(A) on A is a linear 
map that satisfies 
6) Y(XY)=Y(X)Y+XY(Y)-~Y(x)Y(Y) for x,y~A, 
(ii) y2 = y. 
(1.2) 
If y satisfies only 1.2(i), then 6 := y is a derivation when characteristic =2 
and CT := 1 - 2y is a homomorphism when f E @. If we add condition 1.2(ii), 
then a2 = 6 in the first case and a2 = 1 in the second case (and so D is bijec- 
tive, being of period 2). Z,-gradings and super-graders are completely 
equivalent concepts [lo]. We always have 
A,=Fix(A,y)= (x~A/y(x)=~), 
and, in particular. 
for A = A,, 0 A, a prime algebra, all super-graders are 
given by automorphisms or derivations, and 
(i) if A has no 2-torsion: A, = Sk(A, a) 
= (.xEA]x”= -x1, aEAut(A), a’= 1, (1.3) 
(ii) ifcharA=2:A,=Fix(A,6) 
=(xEAIG(x)=x),~ED~~(A), c!?~=S. 
In treating Jordan pairs we will need the concept of polarization: A is a 
polarized associative algebra if for submodules A i, i = - 1, 0, 1: 
A=A-,@A,@A,, A,A,c A,+], i,j= - l,O, 1, 
ATI=Af=O. (I-4) 
(1.4) is completely equivalent to A carrying a polarizer ye = (y + , yP ), a 
pair of orthogonal projections (y + = rrl, y _ = n ._, , rcO = Id -- y + - y ~ ) such 




(iii) r,(x)~~lf))=O (if i$ @). 
An ideal Ju A of a graded (resp. polarized) algebra is a graded 
(resp. pozarized) ideal if J = @J, for submodules Jj G A j; equivalently, 
P c J (resp. J?‘* c J). 
From here on, most of our statements hold for several structure maps on 
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A; for the sake of clarity, we will handle the different possibilities all at 
once by using the symbol 0 to designate one or several of the following 
maps: id the identity (which means we ignore El), * an involution, CT an 
involutory automorphism, y a super-grader, y+ a polarizer, *y (or *y + ) a 
grading (or polarization) with an involution * such that AT E A,, etc: So 
we may talk about the map Cl, U-algebra, UTI-ideaf Z7.A (ZaA with 
I’ E I); we will always specify what 0 may stand for by writing “U is one 
of { . . . }“. 
For III one of (id, *, 0, y, y+, *y, ay, *y rt, oy + 1, we recall the notions 
of El-semiprimeness and O-primeness with their-equivalent formulations 
[I71: 
~-serni~r~rne~es~. (i) A has no trivial O-ideals: I2 = 
O*f=O, 
which implies the weaker condition, 
(ii) A has no trivial U-stable elements: 
(bAb=O and bL =h) =+6=0 
(and (i) a (ii) for 0 = id). (1.6) 
Cl-primeness. (if A has no orthogonal U-ideals: I, I, = 
O=+i, =0 or 12=0, 
(ii) A is q -semiprime and the nonzero cl -ideals of A 
have the finite intersection property (hip) I, n I, = 
O-f, =0 or I,=O, 
(iii) A has no left annihilators: Offg A * Lann,(I) = 
(a~A/al=O) =O, 
. . . 
(iv) A has no right annihilators: 0 # 12 A 3 Rann, (I) 
={aEA/zu=Of=o, 
(v) A has no annihilators: O#Z? A *Ann,(I)= 
{a~A~uZ=Zu=0} =O, 
which imply the weaker condition 
(vi) A has no absolutely orthogonal El-stable elements: 
(h, Ah* = 0 and b: = bj) *b,=O or b,=O (again 
(i) 0 (vi) for 0 = id). (1.7) 
Observe that El-primeness and Cl-semiprimeness are her~~~b~~ ~ro~er~i~s 
in the sense that any nonzero O-ideal of a El-prime (resp. ~-semip~me) 
algebra remains U-prime (resp. q -sem~prime) as an algebra. As usual, 
R-simplicity of A means that A2 # 0 and A has no proper U-ideals. 
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Next, we focus on the case when 0 is one of (*, cr}. For these, it is 
easily seen that semiprimeness and q J-semiprimeness are equivalent (it is 
not the case for 0 =y [lo]). If we let BE = B if 0 = CJ and Bc = BoP if 
0 = *, then a O-simple algebra A is either simple or the (algebra) direct 
sum of a simple algebra B with BE under the exchange mapping 0. For 
0 -primeness, we have 
1.8. PROPOSITION. Let 0 = * or o’. An associative algebra A is O-prime 
tfjj it is either (i) prime or (ii) a subdirect sum A z B 0 BE of a prime 
algebra B with BC under the exchange mapping 0, in which case we have 
B~B”zAzC~C= 
for some nonzero ideal C 4 B. 
We now turn to triple systems. An associative triple system R of the first 
kind (or ATS) over @ is a @-module equipped with a trilinear composition 
( > : R x R x R -+ R satisfying 
(XY(UVW)) = ((XYU> VW> = (X(YUV> w> 
for all x, y, U, u, w E R. (1.9) 
(When working in an ATS, we may from time to time omit the pointed 
brackets.) An associative pair S= (S+, S-) of the first kind (or AP) over 
<p is a pair of @-modules acting on each other as ATS through two trilinear 
maps ( )%: Sa x S-” x S” -+ S” that satisfy 1.9, C.Y = f . Any associative 
algebra A is an ATS denoted 
A’: (xyz) := xyz, A an associative algebra. (1.10) 
If A has an involutory automorphism CT, then the sets 
A,= (aEA(a”=cta), a= + 
of a-symmetric and o-skew-symmetric elements are sub-systems of A’. As 
for pairs, an easy way to build some is by doubling an ATS 
R: S = ((R, ( )), (R, ( ))). We say that a @-submodule M of R is a right 
ideal if (MRR > c M, a left ideal if (RRM) E A4, a medial ideal if 
(RMR) c M, and finally an ideal if M is right, left, and medial. 
A homomorphism p E End,(R), anti-homomorphism q E End,(R), derivation 
6 E Der( R), super-grader y E End,(R), and polarizer y + , ya E End@(R), 
c1= f, satisfy 
(1) P((xYz))= (P(X) P(Y) P(Z)>, 
(2) ?(<XYZ)) = <v(z) V(Y) ?(X)>t 
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(3) 8((w))= (W)YZ) + <xQJ)z)+ (v&z)), 
(4) (i)y’=y, 
(ii) 
= <Y(X)YZ) + (XY(Y)Z) + <WY(Z)> 
-X<Y(x)Y(Y)z)+ <xY(Y)Y(z))+ (Y(X)YY(Z))l 
+4(Y(x) Y(Y) Y(Z)), 
(5) (ihZ=-h Y.Y-.=O, 
(ii) 
Y,((W)) 
= C<Y~(X)YZ> + (ws(Y)z)+ (w,(z))1 
- C(Y+&)YY+.(O+ (XY,,bJ)Y,,(Z)> 
+ (r+.(X)YTl(Y)z)l+ (Y+,(x)Yi.(Y)Y+.(z)), 
(iii) (~,(X)~,(~)~+(Z))=(Y,(X)Y,(~‘)Y,(Z))=O(~~~~~). 
An ATS R is (Z,-) graded if for submodules R,, R,, 
R=R,QR,, (RiR,Rk) c Rifj+k indices modulo 2, 
(1.11) 
and polarized if for submodules R”, x = f, 
R=R+@R-, (RaRPaR”)~R”, a= k, and all 
other products are zero. (1.12) 
For example, any ATS R trivially provides a polarized ATS R”’ = R q R 
with product ((xl, x,)(Y,,Y,)(z,, ~2)) := ((x1 wl >, <xzY~~z))~ and if 
4 E pb, any ATS R with an automorphism o of period 2 is graded with 
&,=R,, R,=R_,R,= {rERIr”=ur} for a= It. 
As in the case of algebras, super-graders completely determine gradings. 
Any grading provides a super-grader y(x,) = x(i) x,, X(i)E 2, the parity 
character (x(i) E i mod 2) for which (4)(ii) follows if we expand x(i + j + k), 
using x(i + j) = x(i) + x(j) - 2x(i) x(j). Conversely, any super-grader gives 
rise to a grading if we set R, = y,(R), y1 = y, yO= 1 --y (Rj is the 
i-eigenspace of y): then yO + y1 = 1 implies R = R,@ R, and by (4)(ii), 
y((xixix,))= [i+j+k-2(ij+ik+jk)+4ijk](x,x,x,) 
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falls in the I-eigenspace, l~Z~,l=i+j+k (mod2) (thus (RiR,jR,)c_ 
Ri+i+k). Similarly, polarizers characterize polarized ATSs (y + , y ~ are 
orthogonal projections on the + and - parts of R). 
It is easy to see that the category of APs is equivalent to the category of 
polarized AT%: any polarized ATS R = R + @ R - gives a pair S(R) = 
(R+, Rp) while to any pair S=(S+, S- ) corresponds a polarized triple 
R(S)=S+@S- with (x+Ox~y+Oy-z+0_7~~):=(,~+ty~~+)+0 
(x-y+z~- ) _. 
Again we may talk about the map Cl, O-triple, or Cl-ideal for 0 one 
of {id, *, 0, Y, Y + , *Y, *Y +, . ..}. Whenever a q -ATS R is polarized, 0 in 
{ *, a}, we will assume that (R”)” c R”. Similarly, by a *-pair S we will 
mean that (S’)* ES” (and (xZy-‘za)z = ((za)* (y-“)* (x’)*)~). 
If A = A,@ A, is Z,-graded, then by definition A, is a sub-ATS of A’. 
Conversely, any ATS (R, ( )) is the odd part of its natural envelope, the 
standard embedding A(R) : following [ 111 we denote 
ux, y) ‘7 := <xyz>, R(x, y) z := (zyx), 
i(x, Y) := (U-T Y), R(Y, xl), 
9 :=End,(R)@End,(R)“P, 
9, the @-submodule of Y generated by all 2(x, y) (it is a 
subalgebra of 9), 
A(R) := 55’0 R, a @-algebra with product 
(BOx)~(COy):=B~C+~(x,y)@B~y+x~C, (1.13) 
where for B=(B,, B2), C=(C,, C,) in Y, we have B.y:=B, y and 
x. C := C,x, the left and right actions of Y on R. It is straightforward 
to prove that II/: R -+ A(R) isomorphically and (xyz) = (x . y) . z for all 
x, Y, z E Ii/(R). 
A(R) is clearly graded with 9 = A(R),, R = A(R), , and generated by R. 
Moreover, A(R) is always a graded-tight envelope for R in the sense that 
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if 0 #la A(R) is a graded ideal of A(R), then 
O#InRaR. (1.14) 
If R is a U -ATS (resp. 0 y + -ATS) for 0 one of {id, 0, * }, its standard 
embedding A(R) is a O&algebra (resp. 0 y *-algebra) and hence 
A(R),! E A(R),; conversely, the odd part A, (or A, @A_,) of any 
associative my-algebra (or Cl y .-algebra) A forms a 0 -ATS (or 
Cl?+-ATS). Next, we define notions of left and right annihilators of a set 
X E-R: 
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1.15. DEFINITION. 
L,(X)= (r~Rl(rXR)=0), R,(X)= (rERI(RXr)=O}, 
L?(X)= (rERI(RrX)=O}, R,(X)= {rERI(XrR)=O}, 




1.16. Remarks. (1) L,(X) and &(X) (resp. R,(X) and R2(X)) are 
always left (resp. right) ideals, and the-v are right (resp. left) ideals whenever 
X is a left (resp. right ) ideal. 
(2) L,(X) and R?(X) are arrays botch left and right ideals. 
(3) LR(X) (resp. RR(X)) is an idea2 whenever X is a left (resp. right) 
ideal. 
(4) Ann,(X) is an ideal whenever X is a left and right ideal. 
(5) If X is a left and right ideal, then X+ (RXR ) is an ideal. 
Let 0 be one of {id, *, a, y, y*, *‘J, ay, *y*,oy,}, 13 R, ZER. We 
say that 
(1) R is Cl-semiprime if (ZII)=O*I=O, 
(2) R is Cl-prime if R is Cl-semiprime and the nonzero Cl-ideals of 
R have fip, 
(3) R is nandege~erate if (zRz) = 0 * z = 0, 
(4) R is El-simple if (RRR > # 0 and 0, R are the only Cl-ideals of R. 
Clearly, nondegeneracy implies the weaker conditions 





We now list some consequences of the above definitions for CJ in 
(id, *, ~1. 
We first remark that Cl-semiprimeness i the same in all three cases. 
Also, it is immediate from graded-tightness 1.14 that if R is Cl-semiprime 
(resp. [?-prime, U-simple), then A(R) is q y-semip~me (resp. Cl y-prime, 
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Cl y-simple). Similarly, these 0 -properties in an y ,-ATS R become 
i? y rt -properties in A(R). 
Next, if R = R+ OR- is a y ,-semiprime Cl y +-AT& then every nonzero 
Cl-ideal J of R contains a nonzero polarized O-ideal, namely, 
O#JO=JnR’ @JnR- (O#J ; R, y,-semiprime), (1.17) 
sincex = x+ Ox- E J =r (R"R-"x) + (R-"xRw") + (xR-"R") = 
(R"R-ax")+(R-'x'R~'")+(x"R~"R")~JnR"~JnRR'=JJ,, thus 
J,=O=+-O#JcZ:=Z+@Z-, where Z"=(X"ER"I(RRX')=(R~'R)= 
(x"RR) =Oj, and clearly Of Za R with (ZZZ) =0 which contradicts 
y rt -semiprimeness of R. 
Hence, R l 0 R- is Cl-semiprime (resp. U-prime, a-simple) o it is 
0 y i -semi prime (resp. c3 y + -prime, [? 5’ + -simple). 
An associative algebra A and the corresponding ATS A' (see (1.10)) 
behave more or less the same way: every a-ideal of A is a O-ideal of A', 
and conversely when A is semiprime, every O-ideal Z Q A' contains the 
nonzero algebra ideal AZ.4. 
Hence, A is semiprime (resp. 0 -prime, 0 -simple) if and only if A' is. In 
general, if Z, J a R are Cl-ideals we write I # J whenever (IJR) = 
(ZRJ)=(RZJ)=O [i.e., ZEL~(J)OJER~(Z)]; ifZ#Jand J#Z [i.e., 
ZcAnn.(J)o JGAnn,(Zf], we write II J and say that Z and J are 
~~~~~g~n~i Cl-ideals of R. 
As for algebras, q -semiprimeness and U-primeness are heritable 
ATS-properties that can be formulated in terms of annihilators. 
1.18. For a q -ATS R, Z.3 R, 0 one of {id, *, C, y, y+_, *y, ay, 
*y I) ay + }, the following are equivalent: 





and if 0 is one of {id, *, 6, y+, *y+, - ay, >, this is further equivalent to 
4. R is nondegenerate, 
5. In L,(Z) =0 for all Z 2 R, 1 <k < 3 (dually for Rk(Z)s), 
6. ZnL,(Z)=O for all ZzR (dually for R,(Z)), 
7. In Anne = 0 for all 7 2 R. 
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1.19. For a Cl-ATS R and O-ideals Z, J of R, 0 one of {id, *, 0, 
‘u’? Yi? *Is W? *Y+f ay+ 1, the following are equivalent: 
1. R is O-prime, 
2.a. (ZJR)=O*Z=O or J=O, 
b. (ZRJ)=O-I=0 or J=O, 
c. (RIJ)=O,I=O or J=O, 
3. I # J*Z=O or J=O, 
4. I1 J-Z=0 or J=O, 
5. Lk(Z) # 0 + I= 0, 1 d k 6 3, (dually for Rk(Z)s), 
6. L,(Z) # 0 3 I= 0 (dually for RR(Z)), 
7. Ann,(Z) # 0 *I= 0. 
If (B, ( )) is any ATS, define its opposite BoP as the @-module B together 
with (x~z)“~ := (zvx). Let 0 be one of {*, a}, BE = B if 0 =G and 
BC = BoP if 0 = *; we have an analogue of 1.8 for associative triples. 
1.20. PROPOSITION. Let 0 = * or CJ. An A TS (resp. y * -ATS) R is 
U-prime iff it is either (i) prime or (ii) a subdirect sum R E B q B” of a 
prime A TS (resp. y k -A TS) B with B” under the exchange mapping Cl, in 
which case we have B 0 BL 2 R 2 C q C” for some nonzero ideal (resp. 
y *-ideal) C 4 B. 
Proof. We first treat the nonpolarized case. 
=. For (i), primeness * Cl-primeness. For (ii), if K,, K, 2 R have 
(K,K,R)=O, then (7c,(K,)7r1(K2)(B!E10))=0, where rcl is the projec- 
tion on the first component and x1( Ki) 4 (B 0 0); hence rr, (K, ) = 0 or 
X, (K,) = 0 (by 1.19.2.a. and primeness of B), say rcl (K, ) = 0. Then 
K,cOmBL and K,=K,nKk (K, ~R)c(O~B’!)n(BOO)=O; thus, 
R is O-prime. 
+. If R is not prime, then K, n K, = 0 for nonzero K, a R. Since 
K, n K: and K, n Kf are disjoint O-ideals, O-primeness of R forces 
K, n K,!- = 0 for some i. Choose 0 #K 4 R maximal with respect to 
K n KU = 0. Then R x R/K q RJK” G’ B q BC under the exchange 
mapping El, where B = R/K. Now B is prime: if M,/K and M,jK are 
nonzero ideals of B and M,/K I M,/K for KaM,u R (we use 1.19.4.), 
we then have (M,IKM,/KB) + (BM,IKM,/K) =O, i.e., (M,M,R) + 
(RM,M, ) c_ K; but then 0 # L, := Mi n MF (K maximal) are Cl-ideals in 
R with (L,L,R)5(M1M,R)n(M~M~R)CKnKC=0 which 
contradicts D-primeness (1.19.2a.) of R. The image of R in the subdirect 
sum contains the ideals KO E KU/K0 Km/KU =: C q 0 and Kg K/Km 
K/K’ =: 0 0 Cc, so RG?C~C’ #O (since KZO). 
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Next if R is polarized, 1.17 allows us to replace U-ideals by polarized 
ones throughout the argument; in particular, K is polarized and so are 
B=R/Kand CgKKO. 1 
As for algebras, a O-simple ATS R (0 in { *, u}) is either simple or a 
direct sum REBO BE under the exchange mapping 0, where B is a 
simple ATS (indeed, if R is not simple, it has a 0 # B q R and we must 
have B n BE = 0 and B 0 BU = R both by O-simplicity, where B is simple; 
otherwiseO#ZaB~O#Z~ZUaB~BC=R). 
Finally, the passage from ATSs to APs is fairly routine and, with 
arguments imilar to those found in Section 5 for the Jordan case, most of 
the concepts introduced for triples have their natural analogues for pairs; 
we leave the details to the reader. 
In his structure theory, Zel’manov used two-sided Martindale rings of 
quotients to “approximate Jordan systems from above.” We end this 
section by briefly recalling basic facts concerning Martindale rings and 
ATSs. 
A quotient filter on a nonzero associative algebra A is a non-empty 
family F of 2-sided ideals Zu A such that Ann, (I) = Lann,(Z) n 
Rann,(Z) =0 (see (1.7)) for all ZEN, and 9 is multiplicatively filtered; 
that is, given any I,, Z2 E 9, there is I, E F such that I, c I, Z2 E I, n I,; 
9 is directed downward by inclusion and the Martindale ring of symmetric 
quotients is given by 
QF(A) := @ A,, 
1e.F 
where 
A,= ((4, q’)EHom(Z,,A,)xHom(,Z, ,A)1 
iq(j)=q’(i)jforalli,jEZ}. 
1.21. EXAMPLE. We will later invoke the particular case of a nonzero 
graded *-prime associative algebra A with the set 8 of all nonzero graded 
*-ideals of A; then QsF(A) is a unital graded *-prime associative algebra 
under the operations 
(a) ~1. (q, q’) := (crq, ccq’) on Z, CI E @, 
(W (q1,q;)+(q2,q;):=(q1+q2,q;+q;)onZInZ2, 
(cl (ql, 4i).(42y 42 := (qloq2, 4iod) on Z2Zl nZlZ2, 
(d) 1 := (id, id) on A, 
(e) (q,q’)*:=(*oq’c*, *oqo*)onZ, 
(f) let (q, q’)EA, for some Z=Z,@Z1~9; the equivalence class of 
(q, q’) lies in Q,(A)i if q(Zj)+q’(Zj)~Ai+,, i,j=O, 1 (mod2). 
481:149:1-14 
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We say that BI> A is an algrhru of F-quotients of A if 
for each h E 8, there exists ZE .F such that hI+ Ih E A and 
Ann,(Z) = 0 (I depends on hf. (1.22) 
We will need the following properties of Q,, (A ). 
I .23. Properties [IO]. ( 1) A naturally embeds in Q,,(A): c: A + 
Q,F (A 1 via ita) = (I,, rJ. 
(2) If B is an algebra of F-quotients of A, then it embeds in 
Q,,(A): 5: B+ Q,,(A) via t(h)= (Ih, r,,) on the ideal I of 1.22. 
(3) Q,F (A) is a tight cover for A, i.e., all its nonzero ideals hit [(A) : 
O#IaQe.F(A)*O#Zn~(A)a<(A), [as in (1). 
(4) Q.~(A)~Q,~“~Z) for any ideal f~9, where ,$$a= {allZnL/ 
L&J-). 
(5) Q,FfA”P)zQ,F(A)oF. 




(7) We say that a filter cq is finer than a filter .&, Fj > &, if for 
each I, E FZ, there is an I, E fi with I, c I,. Then 
Now let R be a *-ATS with zero left and right annihilator 
(~~(R)=R~(R)=O, see 1.15): for A(R)=A(R)~~A(R),, we have 
Q,~(A(R))=Q~(A(R))~~Q~~(A(R)}~, where F= (all nonzero graded 
*-ideals I of A such that Lann,(l) = Rann, (I) =0} and the Martindale 
ATS qf symmetric quotients of R is defined as 
Q,(R)=Q,F(A(R),):=Q,,(A(R)),, A(R) the standard 
embedding of R. (1.24) 
If R is a El-semiprime (resp. El-prime, U-simple) ATS (or El y .-ATS) for 
0 in (id, *, @I, so is Q,(R). 
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2. QUADRATIC JORDAN TRIPLE SYSTEMS 
We gather here all the basic definitions and notations relative to 
quadratic Jordan triples, as well as crucial information on how a suitably 
chosen associative envelope inherits ideal-theoretic structure from the 
Jordan triple it covers. 
A quadratic Jordan triple system (or JTS) over CD consists of a G-module 
T and a product P,Y y quadratic in x and linear in y (the induced bilinear 
map of which will be denoted by L,.,.(z) = {xy~} = P,,-(y), where P.,; = 
P, +; - P, - P,) such that 
P P,.v = PYP,.P.Y (2.1) 
LP,.v.,r=L,P,. (2.2) 
P Pry, I = p K L,: x = JL.., f-.x (2.3) 
hold in T and all scalar extensions T, := sZ@@ T (in other words, all 
linearizations of (2.1)-(2.3) hold in T). 
A unital quadratic Jordan algebra (denoted UQJA) is a JTS with a choice 
of unit element 1, P, = id. A quadratic Jordan algebra (denoted QJA) is a 
@-module J with a quadratic map U: J -+ End,(J) and a squaring 
operation x2, such that the unital hull j= @l @J is a UQJA. 
Any associative algebra A and more generally any ATS R yields a JTS 
via 
(R)+: P, y := (xyx), {xyz} = (xyz) + (zyx). (2.4) 
We define an associative specialization of T to be a linear map r~ : T + (R) + 
satisfying 
?(P,Y) = (rl(x) V(Y) v(x)). 
We say that a JTS T is special if it is isomorphic to a Jordan subsystem 
of some (R)+, for R an ATS. This is clearly equivalent to requiring that T 
be a subsystem of an (A)+, A an associative algebra: if T-+ (A)+, 
then T-+ (A’)+ as (A)+ =(A’)+ and, conversely, if p: T-+(R)+, using 
the notation of Section 1 we have II/: R-A(R) and (R)+ E 
(A(R))+ CW’,“Y) = cc/((x~x>) = ((OO~)~(OOY))~(OO~) = P;j,R,‘ll/(y)l, 
so $0 p: T + (A(R))+. If T generates R, then R is called an associative 
(ATS)-enoelope for the special system T. 
Another example of special JTS is the hermitian system 
H(R, *)= {aERla*=a}, (2.5) 
for R an ATS with involution *. Equation (2.5) can be generalized by the 
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notion of ample subspace K of an ATS (R, *), which is a subspace of 
H(R, *) containing all traces x + x* and all xkx*, k E K, x E R. We usually 
write K = H,(R, *). If 4~ @‘, the only ample subspace is H(R, *) itself. As 
pointed out in [6], ample subspaces are simply but usefully related to 
n-tads, 
{x,?c*~~~x,}.:=x,x~...x,,+x,,...x*x, (n odd)  (2.6) 
2.7. PROPOSITION. Let T be a special JTS and R an ATS *-envelope for 
T via n: T-, (R)+ (hence n(x)* = n(x)f or all x E T). Then n(T) is ample iff 
n(T) is n-tad closed for all (odd) n. 
A JTS T is i-special if it is the homomorphic image of a special JTS 
(equivalently, it satisfies all the Jordan identities of special JTSs). A JTS- 
homomorphism q E Horn, (T, , T,) and a JTS-derivation 9 E End,(T) 
satisfy 
A subspace Z of T is an inner ideal if P, TG I, an outer ideal if 
(P, + L, r) ZC Z, and an ideal if it is both inner and outer. 
To talk about primeness in a JTS, we have to make precise what we 
mean by the powers of an ideal. Unlike the case of Jordan algebras, the 
mere product P,J of two ideals Z, Ja T is not an ideal. Accordingly, we 
define the product of Z and J as 
I* J= P,J$ P,P,Ja T (Z, Ja T). (2.9) 
If Z = J, we obtain the n th-power or n th derived ideal 
I@) := D;(Z) a T, DT(Z) = z * z, Z’O’ := I. (2.10) 
Still, P,J is not too far removed from being an ideal. We call a subspace 
K of T a semi-ideal if 
(i) P,TcK, (ii) L,,KG K, (iii) P,P,Ks K. (2.11) 
The product P,J of semi-ideals is a semi-ideal [9], so we have the 
intrinsic derived spaces I(“> that form a chain of semi-ideals 
I<“’ := D”(Z), D(Z) := P,Z, p> := z 
for Z a semi-ideal of T. (2.12) 
Given a semi-ideal Z, one may form the ideal rof T generated by Z called 
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the hull of I: T= I+ P,Ia T. This gives rise to another chain of ideals 
obtained from (2.12): 
I’“) :=~=I(n)+f’TI(n)~ T, I(O) :=T 
for I a semi-ideal of T. (2.13) 
Later on, we will work mostly with I’“). All these different powers are 
related through 
p) g I<“’ g I’“’ &I(n) where Ia T,n>O, (2.14) 
I’“+‘>~I<“>~I’“), where Ia T, n>O. (2.14a) 
An ideal Ic3 T is trivial if P,I = 0 and solvable if I@’ = 0 for some rz 3 0. 
A JTS T is semiprime if T has no nonzero trivial ideals 
P,I=o~I=o (I*I=o~I=o). (2.15) 
In view of (2.14) and the definitions, we have the equivalences 





where Ia T. For any JTS T, there is a unique smallest ideal g(T) a T, 
whose quotient T/93(T) is semiprime, called the Baer radical of T. If 
T = !Zi?( T), we say that T is a Baer-radical system. A useful result concerning 
those is 
A sub-JTS of a Baer-radical JTS is Baer-radical. (2.17) 
We will call a semiprime JTS T hereditarily-semiprime if all the ideals in 
T remain semiprime. A semiprime JTS T breaks up into a subdirect sum 




As expected by analogy with the associative case, primeness is related to 
the fip on ideals and to annihilation; the annihilator of a set XE T is given 
by 
Ann,(X) = {ZE TI (zXTJ = {zTX} = {XzT} = P,X 
=P,z=P,P,T=P,P;T=P;P,X=P,P,z=O]. (2.19) 
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Note that if X a T, then Ann,(X) Q T and we can eliminate 
P, P,X + P= P, T c Pz X. The inner annihilator is given by 
Inann, = {z 6 TI P,z = P,P,z 
= PxP,T= PxP,P,T=O), 
(2.20) 
where again, if Xa T* Inann, u T. We have the following 
equivaIences: 
(1) T is prime, 




where Ia T. The problem of prime inheritance depends upon that of 
s~miprime inheritance: if T is prime and hereditarily-semiprime, then every 
ideal in T is prime as a JTS (see [9] ). 
A JTS is nondegenerate (or strongly semiprime) if it has no trivial 
elements P, = 0. Again, any T has a unique smallest ideal A(T) u T called 
the McCrimmon radical such that T/A(T) is nondegenerate. Non- 
degeneracy implies semiprimeness, and any ideal of a nondegenerate system 
remains so. 
Finally, a JTS T is simple if P,T f 0 and T has no proper ideals. 
Simplicity trivialiy implies semiprimeness, and it is suspected to also yield 
nondegeneracy. The following identities hold in all special JTS T: for 
xi, u’,, aj E T, 
x,x*x3 = {x1 x,x3} - X~XZX1) (2.22) 
2x,x,x,x,x, 
To establish our main result, we will make extensive use of the concept 
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of O-tight couer (we say tight if q = id, *-tight if q = *, a-tight if 0 = cr, 
graded-tight if 0 = y, and graded *-tight if ci = *y): 
A 2 B is a U-tight cover if 0 extends to A and all 
D-ideals I of A hit B, i.e., 0 # I p A =+ 0 # In B 2 B. (2.25) 
We already remarked that the standard embedding of an ATS R is 
graded-tight over R and the Martindale ring of an algebra A is tight over 
A. In a Jordan situation, a *-ATS R (or an associative *-algebra A) is a 
*-tight envelope for a JTS T if 
TL H( R, * ) generates R (resp. A ) as ATS (resp. as 
a.lgebra) and all *-ideals I of R (resp. A) hit T: (2.26) 
O#IpR(orA)=z-OfZnTaT. 
Then if T is a semiprime (resp. prime, simple) JTS, any *-tight envelope R 
(or A) of T is *-semiprime (resp. *-prime, *-simple). 
Notice that since 0 # I -=I A => 0# AIA -3 A’ when A is semiprime, A is a 
*-tight algebra envelope for a semiprime JTS T if and only if A’ is a *-tight 
ATS envelope for 7’. In the sequel, we wili make use of the following: 
2.27. Notation. For Tc (B)+, B an associative algebra, 
(1) A = C,“= , T” G B, the associative algebra generated by the JTS T, 
(2) R= C,:zO T2”+‘, the ATS generated by the JTS T, 
(3) A = R + TR, for A and R as above, 
(4) .gR((x) (resp. $A (X)), the ATS (resp. associative algebra) ideal in 
R (resp. in A) generated by the subset Xc Ts.(R)+ (resp. (A)+). 
2.28. PROPOSITION. Let T be a special JTS with ATS envelope R and 
algebra envelope A, and 0 # IC T a subspace with { TTI) E 1 (e.g., an ideal 
or semi-ideal). Then 
0) &(I)= f TzmI+ f T=“+‘ZT 
m=O II = 0 
= f IT’” + 5 TIT2” + ’ (where To = 1 ), 
111 = 0 n=O 
(ii) .f,(I)=I~+TZ~=,h+hT. 
Proof Observe that for any set Xc R, 
.&(X)=X+(RRX)+(RXR)+(XRR)+(R(RXR)R). (2.29) 
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Now use 2.27 (2) and RR = z,“=, T2” to rewrite (2.29) as 
&(X)= f 7”2”~~2”+ f T2nilXT2m+1; 
n.m=O n,m=O 
(229a) 
(i) is obtained by performing easy inductions using (2.22) to pass T’s by 
pairs to the left of Z and verifying that ZT2m c Cy=“=o Tzii (and dually for the 
second equality). For (ii), we use the same argument (this time with 2.27 
(1)) and the fact that for any set XEA, 
9’(X)=~X~=X+AX+XA+AXA= ‘f T”XP. 1 (2.30) 
If, m = 0 
Although the following fact will be of no use to us, it is interesting to 
note that for a semiprime JTS, “algebra tightness” always yields “ATS 
tightness.” 
2.31. LENA. Let I be a semiprime JTS with ussociatiue envelopes 
A=C,“=,I”andR=C~=,1’“+‘CA’.ifAisrZ *-tight algebra envelope for 
Z, then R is a * -tight ATS envelope for I. 
Proof: Write A = R + IR, and suppose that 0 # L Q R is an ATS *-ideal 
with LnI=O. Define O#J,:=L+IL+LZand J,:=Ln(IL+LJ). It is 
easily seen that J,, J2 are algebra *-ideals of A. If Jz # 0, then 0 # In Jz 
(*-tightness of A) z L n Z= 0; so J, = 0. By *-tightness of A, there is 
OZ~EZRJ, and i=x+y for XEL, y~IL-tf,f, so i-x=y~(ILlfL+), 
RcRRnR. Note that ~=O=F-~-X=O=~.~=XEI~L=O, contrary to 
i#O, so y#O. 
It suffices to prove that either (I ) ILy # 0 or (2) yLZ # 0, since in case 
(l), O#Lyc(LRR)cL and O#ILycILn<ILR)cILnL, which 
contradicts J2 = 0 (and dually for (2)). But we cannot have Ly = yL = 0, 
otherwise y.Z, y = 0 contradicts semiprimeness of J, ( Q A, itself *-semi- 
prime by *-tightness), and if say 0 # L-v but ZLy = 0, then ALy = 0 and so 
(Ly) A(Ly) = 0, in contradiction to semiprimeness of A. 1 
The next lemma, the importance of which will become apparent later (in 
Section 41, relates a *-tight ATS envelope of a JTS T to that of its ideals 
(actually semi-ideals) which cannot be innerly annihilated. We have (also 
see [S, Lemma 1.5 p. 1451) 
2.32. LEMMA. Let S be a *-tight ATS envelope qf a special JTS T and R 
the sub-ATS of S generated by a ~e~~-~dea~ I of T. Assume that 
Inann,(ZC”>f = 0 for all m. 
Then R is a *-tight en~e~~~e~o~ f. 
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Proof: Suppose 
LnI=O (2.31) 
for some *-ideal 0 #L Q R. Let M :=x7(L) u S, the *-ideal generated by 
L; since M = 0 =c= L = 0, it suffices to show that M= 0, and since S is 
*-tight, it is enough to show that M n T= 0. By (2.29a), if x E M n T then 




x= c x, . ..x.Jy, . . . y,,, for x’s and y’s in T, 
i=l 
I’s in L, and mi, n, > 0 with mi z nj (mod 2). (2.33) 
By hypothesis, to show x=0 it suffices to show ~~~Inann~(~<~+*>) for 
some n; by (2.20) and (2.31), we only need to prove 
P icn+z>[~+PT~+P.T+PrP.,T]~L, (2.34) 
since the left-hand side is obviously in I (Pi-‘) is inner). But in view of 
(2.33), for x E M n T and t, t’ E T, we have txt, xtx, txt’xt E A4 n T and so 
(2.34) reduces to 
Pf<“iZ>X s L forany xEA4n T (2.35) 
(we actually prove I<” + *)xP + 2> E L). We lirst observe a general absorp- 
tion: for odd m > 0 and any KG R, 
T”I<“‘K+KI<“~T”E~“+“KsKI”+‘~R, 
and hence, for all odd m % n, 
(2.36) 
T”I+“K+ KI+‘~T”c_F+‘KfK~+‘~R. (2.37) 
To see (2.36), notice first that TJ <l)K c J2K for any semi-ideal J of T _
and any KGR by tj, j,j,k= (tj,jz)jlk-jl!(jltj,)kEJ2K(by (2.11)), and 
so for odd m, we inductively compute: T”I<“)K= Tm--2TT[I<m-‘>](1> Kc 
Tm-2TI <-l>I+--1>E; = Tm-2T[l<m-*>]<l)I<m-I>K c_ T”-2{‘“-2> 
~+‘-2’I+‘-‘>K~ . . . cZZZ<“...I’“-‘>KcF+‘K, Dually, $“<“>T”c - - 
KY+‘. 
NOW to prove (2.35), set n =max, G-isk(mi, n,), the maximal length of 
any string of xi’s or y,‘s occurring in a monomial in x (see (2.33)). If a 
given monomial has mi 5 n, E 0 (mod 2), then Z<“+2>T”fLT”iI<“+ 2, r
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I<“+‘jI’“+‘>I(“+‘>T”~LT”~I<“+‘)I(”+’)I(”+” G ~I<I~+I)T~II+ILT?~~+~ 
I<~~+I>I~w+~LI~,+~ (by (2.37) with K= I, n 3 mi, n,) E RLR c L, while if 
it has m, = ni= 1 (mod 2), then I ~,t2>T”‘,LT”,I’“t’>~III<“+“T”,LT”, 
/<II+ l>Ilc p+‘Lpr+ 3 - (by (2.37) with K=12, n>m,,n,)cRLRsL. 1 
3. HERMITIAN ABSORPTION THEOREM 
An ideal G in the free special JTS is hermitian if it is n-tad closed. This 
n-tad closure is the key to powerful absorption properties of the set of 
values G(T) taken by G on a prime i-special JTS T: G(T) # 0 forces T to 
be a special triple of hermitian elements. We now discuss the main features 
of hermitian absorption. 
In the sequel, X is always an inj%te set of indeterminates, Q(X) the free 
associative algebra on X with canonical involution * defined by x* =x 
for all x E X, AT= A T(X) the free ATS on X (A T(X) E Q(X)‘), and 
ST= ST(X) the free special JTS on X (STE (AT)+ c (Q(X))+). 
An ideal J 4 ST is called formal if 
P(X, > ...? x,)~J*~(fl(x~), . . . . ~(x,))EJ for all permuta- 
tions c of X, (3.1) 
and a formal ideal G = G(X) a ST(X) is hermitian if it is n-tad closed for 
all odd n>5 
{G~~~G},,~G for all odd n 3 5. (3.2) 
In general, n-tads do not fall back in ST(X) for n 2 5, so certainly 
G= ST(X) is not hermitian; on the other hand, G =0 is trivially so. By 
Cohn’s theorem [ 14, Lemma 63, if i E @ then all n-tads are generated by X 
using Jordan products and pentads, and hence closure under pentads 
implies closure under all n-tads; thus, G is hermitian if and only if 
{GGGGG},EG. 
A polynomial p(x, , ..,, x,) E ST(X) is hermitian if it lies in some her- 
mitian ideal G of ST. The existence of hermitian ideals has been established 
in [ 11. We remark that if T is i-special and G a ST is formal, the set G(T) 
of values taken by G on T forms an endomorphism-invariant ideal of T 
which is derivation-invariant if G is linearization-invariant. In case T is 
special and G hermitian, G(T) is easily seen to be n-tad closed [ 11. We will 
call G(T) the G-part of T. 
The basic notion around which hermitian absorption revolves is that of 
p-absorber of J a T of J 4 T into I a T for T c F defined as 
Abs?,.(J, I)= {aE T’I {ZJT} + {JTT} + {ZTJ} 
+ P,Js P,1+ P,P,T+ P,P,T? I). (3.3) 
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(In case F= T and Z=O, this is the usual annihilator (2.19).) We would 
like the powers of a hermitian ideal G u ST(X) to play the role of J in 
(3.3). On the one hand, we need J to be an ideal, and on the other hand, 
the intrinsic powers G(“> which are only semi-ideals are more convenient; 
we get around this by using 
Proof: The results follow from the definition Zc’n) = I(“) + P,Z(“>, 
L S.LYr-invariance of the semi-ideal I<“>, and the fact that for LEST, 
g&z<“>: 
We summarize the main properties of hermitian ideals in (also see [S, 
Theorem 2.2 p. 1481) 
3.6. HERMITIAN ABSORPTION THEOREM. ZfG(X)a Sir(X) is a ~er~~~iu~ 
ideal and n > 1 is an odd integer, then for X, Y independent sets of indeter- 
mi~otes, we have 
jy,-y,-,G(X)<“-‘> 1” G G(Xu Y) c ST(Xu Y), (3.7) 
and hence for 1 d r d n, 
{VI -LLIW-)“%.+, -yn},&G(Xu Y)sST(Xu Y) where 
n-i 
m= 
if r= 1 (mod 2) 
other~~ise 3 n 
(3.7a) 
(vi -Y,-,G(X)‘“‘v,., .-.y,),sG(Xu Y)cST(Xu Y), (3.7b) 
{G(X)">y, . ..y._,G(X)(j>).~G(xu Y)cST(Xu Y), 
where i +,j 2 n. (3.7c) 
G(X) does not absorb merely into ST(X) but into ideals as well: for 
Z-a Tz (I?)+, t,, . . . . t, E T, with at least one ti belonging to I: 
(t,...t,.-tG(T)‘“>r,,,.~.t,),cZ, (3.7d) 
(G(T)“> t, ~*.t,-2G(T)(‘>),,~Z, where i + j 2 n. (3.7e) 
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If 14 TC H = H(R, *), R an A TS-envelope of T, then for 
any a E H n 9R (I), there exists an integer ,f=.f(a) such that 
(if f T, a, G(T)“‘) ) + { T, G(T)“‘), a) + (a, T, G(T)(‘) ) 
EIAG(T), 
(ii) P, [G( T)” > + P,G( T)“> + P,<,,ci\ T-J c In G(T), 
Q” aEt(~aR(I))=\(z+C+C*IZEI,cE~~(Z))CHn./a,(l), 
then 
(iii) P,,.,,,,[a+P,afP,T] cZnG(T), 
thus 
(iv) 21 n X,(J) + {WHn4;,(f))j + PHn,aRf,jT + 
PTf(-ak(l))~t(-aR(Z))CU,~OAbs,..(G(T)’,”, InG(T)). 
In part~~u~a~, for m 2 0 even, 
(v) {T.*.TZJ,+,cAbs,,.(G(T)(2”+~>, /nG(T)). (3.8) 
For any g( y, , . . . . y,) E H(AT( Y), *), there exist anf=f (g) 
such that g(y, , . . . . y,,) belongs to Abs H(A7-(XV Y). *),sT(xu Y) 
(G(Xu Y)? G(Xu Y)). (3.9) 
ProoJ If G u T and T is special (Tc (R)+ ), we know from 3.4. (1) that 
(...y-$‘>... jn~ ( -..GG+.- I,?, so induction implies 
iv1 ‘-‘Ym ,G+i~),,~ fy, . ..?li~.GGG”>...G(“--‘-‘>t,, 
where 1 <i<n- 1, (3.10) 
andifi=f,thisisin (GGG(‘)...G(‘zP’) },c {G...G),,GG whenever Gis 
n-tad closed; (3.7) is the special case G = G(Xu Y), T= ST(Xu Y), and 
R= AT(Xu Y). 
For (3.7a), if r= 1 (mod 2), i.e., G(X)<m> appears in an odd position, 
then set m = n - 1 and the result follows from (3.7) by induction on n using 
i . . . "xyy' I . . In+, = f ~~.w{.xyy’) ... )lzp, - ( .,.“y’yx-.. In+’ to move 
SE G(X)<“> to th e right of pairs of y’s till it hits the last position (noting 
also that (G(X)<m> ZW> c G(X)<“‘> L G(X)<m-l> .+., where each member 
of the chain is L,,s-rinvariant). If r=O (mod 2), set m=n; then we use 
3.4.(l) on G(X)<“> to obtain a G(X)(“- I) in an odd position. 
For (3.7b), use (3.5) to obtain two terms, one with G(X)<‘> in an even 
position and the other with G(X) <n> in an odd position; then use (3.7a). 
For (3,7c), observe from (3.10) that G(X)“>5 G(X)<‘-‘) (by (2.14a)) 
will absorb y+ *- (,- ,), . . . . y, 2 and by symmetry of n-tads, G(X)“> c 
G(X)<i- I> will absorb yi, . . . . yr-, so that the result is in JG..-G),zG if 
n-i- 1 di- I, i.e., i+ja:. 
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For ideal absorption (3.7d), 
iY1 ..‘Yr-1 &I2 ...> Xs).Yr+l3Jn>, 
=g’(xl, . . . . x,,yI, . . . . Y,- 1, yr+,r . . . . y,,)~ GWw Y) 
is obtained from (3.7b); it is a Jordan polynomial, homogeneous of degree 
1 in yi. If we map ST onto T sending yi to fi, xj to aI, then 
g’(u, 9 ..*, us, t, f **‘, t, .- 2 I f,, 1 f es.1 I,) is a Jordan product involving at least 
one element of I and so the product is also in I. We obtain (3.7e) from 
(3.7c) in a similar way. 
To proceed with (3.8), we observe from 2.28(i) that a typical element 
UE&(Z) has the form 
u=cxl * * * x,,z + c x; ...x;z’tE9R(z), 
m II 
where m Z 0 is even, n 2 1 is odd, z, z’ E Z, xi, xj, t E T, 




f(a) = 2&(U) + 1 
(where e(a) is the maximum of the lengths of the monomials appearing in 
a), we then have 
f(a)>2m+3 
S(a)22n+5 
for all WI, n in (3.11 j. (3.13) 
Consider x E T, a = a* E Hn YR(Z), f:=f(a), and g E G’“> for G = G( 7’). 
For 3.8(i), (xag) = xug + ga*x is spanned by elements of the form (1) 
XX~...X,~~+~ZX,?...X~X = (xx~...x,~~},+,~ E {T...TzG(~)},+, c 
In G (in Z by (3.76)), where f> 2m + 3 b m + 3 (by (3.13)), and the form 
(2) xx; . ..x~z’tg+gtz’x~...x.x= {xx’, ...x;.z’tg),+4e (T-. TZTG(f)},+4 
cZnG, wheref>22n+53n+4 (by (3.13)). Hence (T,a,G’f))cZnG; 
similarly, the same argument yields ( T, Gcf), a} + (a, T, Gcf> > c In G by 
(3.7dj and (3.13). 
For (ii), we only need to prove P,G(““> c In G, since then 
G”‘> u ST implies P, [P,G”> +P,~oTJcP,G’~>sZ~G. P,g=a*ga 
is spanned by elements of the forms (l)zx;--xlgx,...xm2= 
pz P& ...P,,~EP~G(/>EZ~G’~>~Z~G, (2) tz’x:,...x;gx;.-.x~z’t= 
P,P,. P,; . . . P,;gcPTPIG(f)cZnG, (3) zx,...x,g~,...I,,z”+z”l,,... 
z, gx,.. .x,z = {zx;. ‘X, g.fx. +,,oZ}m+,,,o+3~ (ZT...TG’/‘>T...TI},+,,+, 
E Z n G by (3.7d), wheref32m+3,f>2m0+3 (by (3.13))=fkm+ 
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m, f 3, and also by (4) tz’x; . . . X; g.?, . . . X&S + ?.?‘a;,, . . . a’, gx; . . . x;z’t = 
i t~‘~:,...~;g~~...~‘k,i’i)~+~~~+~ E (TIT...T~(./>T...TIT).+.,+, E 
InG by (3.7d), where ,f> 2n + 5, ,f> 2n, + 5 *f 3 n + n, + 5, and 
by the mixed terms (5)zx,,,~~~.u,gx~ . ..x~z’tttz’.u.,...x;gx,...x,z= 
hn~ ..x,gx’, . ..~Lz’tf.,,+“+~~ (IT... TG’,“T... TIT}m+n+4, where f>/ 
m+n+4 (by (3.13)) and we can once more apply (3.76). 
Consider now a = zO f c + c* E t(& (I)) E II n Y, (I) and g E G’-’ ), t, E T. 
Note that c has the same form as a in (3.11); c* does not, but with the help 
of (2.22) we can rewrite each monomial ZX,, . . 1 x, as a sum C,, w r . . . w z” 
for even m, d m, SEI, WOE T, and similarly rz’x:,...x; =&w’, . . . w&i?% 
odd n,<n and z”’ E f, w;, FE T. Thus, we may define f =f (a) :=f (c) = 
2&(c)+ 1 as in (3.12). 
For 3.8.(iii), since a is spanned by f and the elements of the form ci + CT 
and di + d?, where 
ci=x, -..x ,z, dj=x; . . . x;.Yt, (*) 
the set P,II, a is spanned by (1) P,I c PQ/)Ic: I n G and the elements, 
.-x,zg}m+3 E (T-TIGCf>} ,,,rZnG(f>,m+3), and (3) 
x;...X:,Z’tg}.+JE {T-TITG”‘} .+4~Z~G(f~n++4),so P,I~)~(J%(I)) 
sInG. 
Next, PgP,,a =gt,at, g is spanned by (1) P,PJE P,u)Ic In G, and 
the elements (2) (gt,x,...x,zt,g),+,E(G(,/)T...TITG(f>),+ScInG 
y;;ng (3.7~)~ with i=j=x 2f> 4m + 6 F,rn + 5 by (3.13)), and (3) 
06 . ..x.z~~,~).+,E(G(~>T--.TITTG~>).+~~~~G (again (3.7e), 
i=j=f, 2f>4n+lO~n+6 by (3.13)), so P,cf,P,aEInG. 
Finally, P, P, to = g~~~ug is spanned by (1) g;, tDzO gE P, P, T E In G, 
and by (2) (gtc,+c?)r,&gj, (3) ~gtdi+d~)~o~g~, (4) (g(c,+cF) 
to(ck-tc~)g], (5) ~g(ci+c~)~~(d~+d~)g~, and, finally, also by (6) 
igtdj+d’) fotde+-tdf)g) t c’s and d’s as in (*)). All the terms in (2)( 6) 
begin and end with g E Gff), so if we set the lengths of ci, ck, d,, and de 
to be m + 1, m, + 1, n + 2, and n, + 2, respectively, then (3.13) yields 
2f 2 m + 5 in (2), 2f 2 n + 6 in (3), 2f& m + m. + 5 in (4), 2f > m + n + 6 in 
(5), and 2f 2 n t no + 7 in (6), and thus by (3.7c), i = j =A (2)-(6) fall back 
into G; since all these elements involve at least one factor in I, by (3.7e) 
they fall back in I as well, hence in In G. 
In (iv), let M := Hn YR(Z); by (i), (ii), and (iii), we see that 6(YR(Z)) lies 
in the union of absorbers, and 2M E t(Y,(l)) by definition. We therefore 
only need to prove 
(TTMf +P,T+P,t(~~(f))ct(Laff(l)). (**) 
M is spanned by c = c* = xi a,zi+ xi bjzjtj, where q= x, ....T~~ and 
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bj = x; . . . XL,, xi, xi, t; E T, zi, z; E I, and m;s are even, nj’s are odd. We note 
that 
{T...TIT...T~,E{T...TMT...T},~~(~~(Z))~M. (3.14) 
The first and last inclusions are immediate. As for the middle one, if 
t,, ..., t,, 1 ET, we have {t,~~~t~ct,+,~~~tn~,}n=tl~~~tr~tr+l~~~tn~l+ 
t ,,-I”’ r+l t c*t,...t,=d+d*Et(JR(I)), where d=t,...t,ct,+, ...t+,~ 
CYR (0 
Returning to (** ), { TTM} + Prt(<Y,(I)) c t(YR(I)) follows easily from 
(3.14). Next, if XE T, 
P,.x=C*XC=C Zi(C2*XU,)Zi+C tizj(b,*xbj)Zitj 
+ c ~z~~~x~iz,L~+,,+, I</ 
+ c {t:z;b~xb,z;t;},,+,,+, 
+ C {Zia*xbjzJtj},,+.,+,E t($R(Z)), i<, 
since the first two terms are in I ( 4 T) and the last three are traces of 
elements in &(I) by (3.14). This completes (**) and hence (iv). 
(v) is obtained from (iv) using the particular value a = {x~...x,z},+~ E 
t(&(I)). Choosing R=AT(Xu Y), I= T=ST(Xu Y) in (3.8), we obtain 
(3.9). I 
As in the algebra case, we will say that an i-special JTS T is of anti-her- 
mitian type if all its hermitian parts vanish, G(T) = 0, and it is of hermitian 
type if its hermitian parts cannot be annihilated: Ann.& G(T)) = 
n, Ann.(G(T)) =O. For example, it is clear (in view of (2.21)(3)) that a 
prime JTS T has hermitian type iff it has some nonzero hermitian part 
G(T)#O. 
Consider an i-special JTS T= S/Z, where S c H(R, *) is special, la S. 
A natural way to turn T into a special JTS is to mod out the natural 
specializing ideal 
NS,, s, R ( T) = ii6 I=XR(Z)nS (3.15) 
(where NS depends on I, S, and R) in order to obtain the natural 
specialization 
Z,S,R(T) :=T/NS,,R(T)ES/I (3.16) 
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On the one hand, 5&R( IT) is trivially seen to be special, since S/Z= 
S/(~R(Z)nS)r(~R(Z)+S)/~R(Z)~(R)+/~R(Z)=(8)+ for Ran ATS, but 
on the other hand, (3.16) may not be the most economical way to 
specialize T, there is always a smallest specializing ideal Q?(T), 
Sp( T) (I T, 9(T) = T/Sp( T) is special, 
NS ,,~,R(T)~SP(T). 
(3.17) 
The following lemma is the key result that yields the splitting of i-special 
semiprime systems (also see [8, Theorem 3.3, p. 1521). 
3.18. LEMMA. Let T he an i-special JTS and G(X) -=I ST(X) any 
hermitian ideal. Then G(T) n Sp( T) is Baer-radical. 
Proof, Since Sp( T) c NSl,s, R (T), it suffices by (2.17) to show that 
G(T) t--~ ~~s,s R (T) is Baer-radical. Let H := H(R, *), M=&(Z) n ZZ, 
f= .YR(Z) n S. Then F1> = Pjf+ P,Pifz P,MS -k P,PMS E t(YR(I)) + 
Pst(yR(z))s t(yR(z)) (both inclusions by (3.8)(iv))r UT=0 Abs,,(G(S)(f’, 
In G(S)) (by (38)(iv)) c UxBO Abs,,(G(S)‘f’, I), and so, G(S) n I(‘) 5 
G(S) n [UT=, Abs,,(G(S)‘ff’, Z)] = UF=, G(S) n Abs,,(G(S)(f), I) 
G(S)cSsH). ’ 
(since 
Now each member E, :=I G(S) n Abs,,(G(S)‘“‘, I) of this union is solv- 
able mod I: E~m+2)&E~f’) (by (2.14))= P,;,+E,$m> +P,P,;r)E$‘>,“>c 
CPo(sp) + W’~wpd fAbss,,(G(S) (m>, I) c I+ P,lc: I by definition (3.3) 
of an absorber). Thus, E, c a, (S, Z) = (C ideals of S solvable mod Zj and 
(G(S)n Z){‘)c G(S)nP’“c: U, E,,,E.@,(S, I); in other words, G(S)nI& 
&(S,Z)= {C d 1 i ea s of S solvable mod 99, (S, Z) 3; that is, G(T) n 
NS ,,s,R( T) is Baer-radical. i 
Practically as a corollary of 3.18, we obtain the main goal of this section, 
namely, 
3.19. HERMITIAN SPLITTING THEOREM. Let T be an i-special semiprime 
JTS and G u ST a hermitian ideal. Then T can be written us a subd~rect sum 
where T, is special of hermitian type (a subdirect sum of special prime 
systems of hermitian type) and Ti is of anti-hermitian type. Thus, a prime 
i-special JTS T with some G(T) # 0 must be special. 
Proof. A semiprime JTS T has a null Baer-radical and so by 
Lemma 3.18, G(T) n Ep(T) = 0. Note that if T is also prime, then PGfTj 
Sp( T) c Gf T) n Sp( T) = 0 implies G(T) = 0 or Sp( T) = 0. Hence, either 
T= 2”: is of anti-he~itian type because G(T) = 0 for all hermitian ideals 
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Ga ST, or else G(T)#O for some G which forces Sp(T)=O and 
T= P’(T) = T, to be special and of hermitian type (by primeness, 
Ann.(G(T))=O). 
Now we can write a semiprime i-special JTS T as TZ n, T,, where each 
TX is a prime i-special JTS. By the above remarks, either T, = W, of 
hermitian type, or T, = W,i of anti-hermitian type. Let Tt = I-j Wt, the 
product of the anti-hermitian factors, and T, = n W,, the product of the 
hermitian ones. Then T: is anti-hermitian, T, is hermitian (G,( W,) # 0 
implies Ann WU (G, ( W, )) = 0 by primeness of W, for all tl, which forces 
Ann.,(G(T,))=O) and TZ T, FiJ T:. 1 
4. STRUCTURE THEOREMS 
The main result of this paper is the 
4.1. HERMITIAN STRUCTURE THEOREM [8, Theorem 3.4, p. 1531. An 
i-special hereditarily-semiprime JTS T which is prime of hermitian type 
(G(T) # 0) is trapped between two hermitian systems: 
O#H,(R,*)~G(T)aTcH(Q,(R),*), (4.2) 
for a *-prime ATS R with Martindale *-ATS of quotients QF(R). Thus, 
either 
( 1) T contains a nonzero ideal of the form Ho (R, * ) for some prime 
ATS R with involution, or 
(2) T contains a nonzero subideal of the form (R) + for some prime 
ATS R. 
Proof By the hermitian splitting theorem 3.19, T is special and so it 
has an ATS *-envelope, which we tighten by moding out a maximal *-ideal 
missing T; we get a *-tight envelope i? (which is *-prime, since T is prime). 
Suppose 0 #G := G(T) 4 T generates R as a sub-ATS of fi. Then by 2.7 
and the n-tad closure of G, 
G=G(T)gH,,(R, *) is ample in R. (4.3) 
Next, T being prime and hereditarily-semiprime, the ideal G is a prime 
JTS with O# G”‘>c G(“-‘> for all na 1 by (2.14a) and (2.16), and 
Inann,(G<“-‘) )sInann.(G(“>)=O for all n > 1 by (2.21). Thus by 
Lemma 2.32, R is a *-tight cover of G and R is *-prime, since G is prime. 
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By [ 10, Theorem 4.2 J, A(a) c Q, (A(R)) and a c Q,(R), where 9 is 
chosen as in 1.21; this together with (4.3) yields 
Next, R is *-prime and therefore either it is prime, or it contains a prime 
ideal 0 # R0 ~3 R with R, q Rzp u R. The first possibility yields (1) and the 
second yields G(T) D ZZ, (R, 0 RgpP, ex)r(R,)+ as in (2) (using the fact 
that 0 # K (I R as ATS + H(K, * ) u H(R, * ) as JTS). 1 
Since a simple JTS T is trivially prime and hereditarily-semiprime, 4.1 
provides 
4.4. SIMPLIC~~ THEOREM. if T is an i-special simple JTS which has 
p(T) # 0 for some nonzero herm~tja~ polynomiaL pE ST(X), then either 
(1) Tr (R)’ for a simpIe ATS R, or 
(2) T z H,(R, * ) for a simple ATS R with involution. 1 
Next, we would like to relate the ATS R in (4.2) to associative algebras 
and retrieve Zel’manov’s classificaton in [ 141. 
Let R and ii be the *-prime ATS envelopes of G(T) and T, respectively, 
as in 4.1. Then A := A(R) is a graded-tight envelope of R, and R is a *-tight 
envelope of G(T); hence A is a graded *-tight algebra envelope of G(T) 
(and similarly for A” := A(W) over T). It follows that A and A” are graded 
*-prime associative algebras. 
(We assume from here on that i E @.) 
When char # 2, a grading is determined by an invoIutory automorphism 
0 (see (1.3)): 
R = Sk( A, G). 
(Note that if 0 #la A as associative algebra *Sk(Z, 0) a Sk(A, c) as 
ATS.) In view of 1.8, the *-a-prime algebra A either has 
(P) A is prime, or 
(NP) A is not prime (i.e., there is an 0 #la A such that 
Ann, (I) # 0), in which case either 
(NPl) there is an ideal I, a A such that Ann,(Z,) #O and 
I, n Z; # 0, 
(NP2) there is an ideal Z, -=I A such that Ann,(Z*) #O and 
Zt n Z,* # 0 but (NPI ) does not occur, or 
(NP3) there is an ideal Z3 (t A such that Ann,., (Z3) #O and 
Z, n ZT” # 0 but (NPI) and (NP2) do not occur. 
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These encompass all the possibilities, since if we have In I” = 
ZnZ*=ZnZ*“=O for some ideal If0 with Ann,(Z)#O, then O#Z*E 
Ann, (ZFJ I”), since Z*Z& In Z* = 0, Z*Z” z Z* n I” = (In I*“)* = 0, and, 
dually, ZZ* = Z”Z* = 0, and this is just (NPl) with I, := Zg I”. Let 5 = (all 
nonzero graded *-ideals Z u A }. 
Case (P). Then (4.2) yields 
0 # E, := H(Sk(A, a), *) E G(T) u T 
QfK?A4~ *)nWQA4,4. (4.5) 
Let z := * o (r = go *; z is clearly an involution and if x E E,, then x* =x 
and x*=(x*)~=x~=-X, whileifx*=xandx’=-x, thenx”=(x*)“= 
x7 = -x. So (4.5) becomes 
O#H(A,*)nSk(A,z)aTcH(Q,(A),*)nSk(Q,(A),z) 
for a prime associative algebra A with commuting involu- 
tions * and r. (4.6) 
Case (NPl ). 0 # L := In I” 4 A is a nonzero a-ideal that gets 
annihilated and so A is not a-prime; but we have L n L* = 0 by *-a-prime- 
ness of A. Choose L 4 A maximal with respect o L" = L and L n L* = 0; 
by 1.8, 
with the exchange involution, for B= A/L. B is a-prime: if two a-ideals 
L,/L, LJL are orthogonal, then Ii := L, n LF #O, i= 1,2 (L maximal) are 
*-o-ideals of A with ZiZ, s L n L* = 0 which cannot be. Now L inherits 
g-primeness from B and we have two subcases: (a) L is prime or (b) L is 
not prime. 
In subcase (a), (4.2), together with 1.23, (4) yields 
O#E,:= H(Sk(Lm LoP,c),ex)aG(T)~ T 
c fKWQ,,(L !4 L*), 01, *), 
where FO= {allKn(LOL*)JKEF}. 
(4.7) 
To express (4.7) directly in terms of L, let Fi = {all nonzero ideals of L}, 
4 = {all nonzero ideals of L*} = 9”: = {I* 1 ZE Fi}. Observe that the sum 
filter 9i FFJ 4 (1.23(6)) is finer than &, for if KE 9, then 0 # Kn L Q L 
(otherwise, LsAnn,(K)=O), O# Kn L*= (Kn L)* 4 L* (K is a 
*-ideal), and 0 # Kn L FCJ Kn L* c (L q L*) n K. Hence, 1.23(5), (6), 
and (7) combine to give Q,,(LFJL*)EQ,,~,,(LOL*)~Q,,(L)~ 
Q,, (LYp. 
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Moreover, -G=H(Sk(LEILop,o), ex)={(c,c)lc”= -c}rSk(L,o) 
and fKWP,, CL) Ei QF, (L)op, a), ex) z Sk(Q,, (L), c). Thus, 
0 # Sk{& a) u G(T) a Tc Sk(Q,F, (L), [T) for L a prime 
associative algebra with involutory automorphism CJ. (4.8) 
In subcase (b), L is not prime and, by 1.8 and the same argument as in 
(a), there is 0 # M (I L, M prime, such that M q &I” a L; but if we set 
li;r= aMA^ 4 A, then li;i remains prime, since L$??L is semiprime and 
0 # Z KI I@ * 0 # Z3 KI M. Also, R n nTi” = 0, since A is semiprime (actually 
o-semiprime by semiprimeness of R) and (Anli;i”)2zMMu= 
A(M&“) 2, where MAIM” c LM” n ML c M” n M = 0. With this, (4.2) 
and 1.23(4) give 
O#E3:=H(Sk((~~Ou)~((R~~~)~p,ex,),ex,)aG(T)aT 
c H(Sk(Q,F,((ii;fB @Y 0 (MEI @)*I, 01, *I. (4.9) 
where 4= {Kn((MaAP)a (~~BP)~P)IKEF}:), (ml,m,, m3, m4)ex1 
= h, w, m4, m3), and (m,, m,, m3, m4Yx2 = (m3, m4, m,, m2). Hence, 
E3= UmlTm2, m3,m4Mm2, ml,m4, m,)= -(ml, m2,m,,m,f 
and fm3,m,,m,,m,)=(m,,m,,m,,m,)) 
=((m,,m2,m3,mp)/m,=-m,=m,=-m,f 
= ((m, -m,m, -m)lmEifif}z(ii;j)+ as JTS. 
Again, if FI is the filter of all nonzero ideals of n, the same type of 
argument as in subcase (a) and the above calculation yield 
o+(n)+ aG(T)aTc(Q,,(@)+ for 11- a prime 
associative algebra. (4.10) 
Case (NP2). Of L := In I* 4 A is a nonzero *-ideal with nonzero 
annihilator, so A is not *-prime. As in the case of (NPI ), L n L” = 0 (A is 
*-o-prime) and for L maximal with respect to L* = L and L” n L = 0, 
1.8 gives 0 # L !?J L” Q A x A/L q A/L” z (B FJ B, ex), and L inherits 
*-primeness from B. But since we assumed that (NPl) can not occur (and 
hence 0 #la A with I== I” *Ann,(Z) = 0), L is forced to be prime; 
indeed, L is already semiprime, and if A D A4 s L, then h4 El M” s L !Zl L” 
(MOM” an ideal of A) and Ann~~~~~Ann~(~~~“)=O (by 
exclusion of (NPl )). So if J-a L is nonzero, then .T= AJA u A is in L. and 
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[AnnA( E Ann,(J) = 0 which forces Ann,(J) = 0 by semiprimeness 
of L. Now, (4.2) and 1.23(4) yield 
0 # E, := H(Sk(L FFJ L, ex), *) (I G(T) -a T 
s WWQ,,(L 0 L”), 01, *I, (4.11) 
where FO= {K~(LOL”)IKE~}. We have H(LBL, *)= ((l,m)l(l,m)* 
= (Z*, m*) = (Z, m)} = ((I, m)lI* = 1, m* = m> 2 H(L, *) FJ H(L, *) and 
E4 = H(La L, *) A Sk(LFJ L, ex) = ((I, m)j(m, E) = (-I, -m) for 1, 
mEH(L, *)> = {(l, -I)~IEH(L, *)f rH(L, *). Once more, by the same 
type of filter argument and the above calculation, (4.11) becomes 
O#H(L, *)i~GfT)a TcH(Q,,(L), *) for a prime 
associative algebra L with involution *. (4.12) 
Case (NP3). O#L:=ZnZ*“aA; then again LnL*=LnL”=O. 
Otherwise O#ZnZ”nZ*nZ*” IS a *-a-ideal with nonzero annihilator 
(A is *-a-prime). Choosing L maximal with respect to L = L*O and 
L n L* =O, we use 1.8, together with the same argument as in (NP2), to 
conclude that 0 #L Q A has to be a prime algebra (recall that (NPl) and 
(NP2) are excluded) and (4.2) and 1.23(4) yield 
0 # ES := H(Sk(L El L*, a), *) u G(T) Q T 
E WWQ,,tL 0 L*), 01, *It (4.13) 
where F0=(Kn(LHL*)jK~9). Also note that &=Sk(LFJL*,a)n 
~(L~L*,*)=Sk(L~L*,~)n~(L~L*,*) for r=*c~ (which is 
clearly an involution), and the elements of H(Lm L*, *) are skew 
with respect to B iff they are skew with respect to t: L + L, so 
E, = ((m, m)[ m7 = -m) g Sk(L, t). The filter argument is once again 
similar and (4.13) becomes 
0 # Sk(L, z) q G(T) a Tc Sk(Q,! (L), r) for a prime 
associative algebra L with involutron z. (4.14) 
We gather all the information we obtained thus far in (also see [ 14, 
Proposition 11). 
4.15. THEOREM. Let f E @. Zf T is an i-special here~ilar~iy”semiprime JTS 
which is, moreover, prime of herm~iian type (G(T) # 0), then T co~ra~ns a 
subideal 0 # Z (3 G(T) a T such that one of the following possibiii~ies occurs: 
(1) ZzH(A, *)nSk(A, 7) and TrH(Q,(A), *)nSk(Q*(A), 7) for 
a prime associative algebra A with commuting involutions * and 7, 
481/149/l-16 
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(2) ZgSk(A, o) and T&Sk(Q*(A), 0) for a prime associutioe 
algebra A with involutory automorphism o, 
(3) IzSk(A, *) and TG Sk(Q,F(A),.*) .for a prime associative 
algebra A with involution *, 
(4) Ir H(A, *) and Ts H{&(A), *).for a prime asso.ciatiue algebra 
A with inuoiution *, 
(5) Ir (A)+ and Tc: (Q,(A))+ f or a prime associative algebra A. 
4.16. Remarks. (1) In 4.15( 1 ), I is not a mere subideal but an ideal. 
(2) In [ 141, Zel’manov always obtains an ideal 0 #la T instead of 
a subideal by choosing a slightly bigger algebra *-envelope A for G(T) 
(using (2.23)) the odd part of which is seen to be closed under outer action 
by T (using 2.24); but the construction of A naturally involves $, and we 
could not see a way to enlarge our A in order to get T-outerness in all 
characteristics. 
Again a simple JTS T is automatically prime and hereditarily-semiprime 
(notice that we are bypassing the issue as to whether simplicity implies 
nondegeneracy) and so we recover the “hermitian simple part” of 
Zel’manov’s classification. 
4.17. THEOREM. Let $E @. If T is an i-special simple JT,Y on which some 
hermjtian polynomja~ does not vanish ~denticully~ then T is one of the 
foIlo~J~ng systems: 
( 1) T g H(A, * ) n Sk(A, z), for a simple associative algebra A with 
commuting involutions * and r, 
(2) TE Sk(A, CT), for a simple associative algebra A with involutory 
automorphism (T, 
(3) T? Sk( A, * ), for a simple associative algebra A with involution *, 
(4) TZ H(A, *), for a simple associative algebra A with involution *, 
(5) Tz (A)+, for a simple assoc~atjue algebra A. 
Observe that we may replace the algebra A by an ATS R in 4.17.( l)-(5): 
in (5) (A)’ g H(A q AoP, ex) = H( R, * ) (where R is *-simple), in (4) 
H(A, *)=H(R, *) for R=A’, in (3) Sk(A, *)=H(R, -*) (where -*is an 
involution of R = A’, not A), in (2) Sk(A, a) = R is another ATS and as 
JTS Sk(A,o)g(R)+ rH(RORoP, ex), and in (1) H(A, *) n Sk(A, z) = 
H(A, *) n Sk(A, * 0 r) (where * 0 t is an involutory automorphism) = 
H(A, *) n R (where R = Sk(A, * 0 z) is another ATS) = H(R, *). Thus once 
more, in terms of ATSs there is essentially one JTS, namely H(R, * ) for * 
an involution of R. 
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The situation when characteristic =2 as usual seems a little more 
delicate; it would require an investigation of the classification of idem 
potent derivations, or, more generally, that of super-graders. In general, 
1.3(ii) and (4.2) yield 
O#G(T)rH,(Fix(A(R), 61, *)a T&H(Q,(A(R)), *), (4.18) 
where A(R) is a graded *-prime associative algebra with involution * and 
idempotent derivation 6 E Der(A(R)). We illustrate (4.18) with an example 
given by an inner derivation. 
4.19. EXAMPLE. Let x = 2 and (B, *) be a *-prime unital associative 
algebra. If we denote B the Jordan triple system with quadratic map 
P,y := xy*x, then any such B arises as a H(Fix(A, 6), * ); indeed, it suffices 
to let A := &Z,(B), the 2 x 2 matrices over B which can be written 
where A,=e,Aei for e,=e,,, eo= l-e,, (e,i is the usual elementary 
matrix), and it has an involution induced by that of B: (ag)* = (~2;)~. If we 
set 6:= ad(e,,), then 6 E Der(A), S2 = 6, Fix(A, 6) = A,, @A,,, and 
H(Fix(A, 6), *) g B, as desired. 
5. STRONGLY PRIME JORDAN PAIRS 
A Jordan triple system T is said to be polarized if for submodules T”, 
cc=*: 
T= T+ @ T-, P,, Ta = ( T”T”T-“} = 0, P,,T-a c T”. (5.1) 
A Jordan pair V= (V+, V-) is a pair of @modules acting on each other 
as JTS: Q’,V-‘G V” and D;l,y-r~a:= QcE,.EyPE, CI= f. For example, any 
associative pair S of the first kind carries a structure of a Jordan pair, 
denoted (S) +, with operations Q$y-” := (x’y-“x”).. To any JTS T there 
corresponds a Jordan pair V(T) = (T, T), while any Jordan pair naturally 
yields a polarized JTS, T( I’) = V+ 0 V- ( = ( Vf 00) @ (00 VP)) with 
product P x+Bxm(yf@yP) :=Qz+y-@Q;-yf. In fact, the category of 
Jordan pairs is equivalent to the category of polarized JTS [S]. 
An ideal Z= (If, I-) a V has Q”$Z-” + D$, .-,Z’+ QF VP” E I”. Most 
of the concepts introduced for JTS have their obvious analogues for pairs: 
a pair V is nondegenerate if Qt. V-” = 0 5 x3 = 0 (i.e., V has no nonzero 
trivial element x’), semiprime if Q;,Zea = 0 for la V =S Z= 0, hereditarily- 
semiprime if its ideals remain semiprime as Jordan pairs, prime if 
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QTmJP’=O for Z,.Za I’*Z=O or J=O, and simple if Q”#O and 0, Vare 
the only ideals of I/. Clearly, V is prime if and only if it is semiprime and 
its nonzero ideals have the finite intersection property. 
It is always true that V is a nondegenerate pair o r(V) is a non- 
degenerate JTS, for X+ @x is trivial in T( V)ox” are trivial in V by 
definition of the products. For properties defined idealwise, observe that 
la P’= I+ 0 I- u T( I’), but in general 7( V) has more (nonpolarized) 
ideals. 
On the other hand, given any ideal 0 #Z-u T(V), we may form the 
polarized ideals 
z,=z+ CiJz := (Zn V’)@(Zn v- ), 
I, =7+ 07~~ :=7c’(Z)@?c (I), 
where I, c Z E I,, When r( V) has no trivial polarized ideals, then Z # 0 * 
ZO#O for any ZuT(V): indeed, Z,=O*O#ZGJ+@J~ =:.ZaT(V), 
whereJ”={xEV’jQY”x=Q3:V ‘={V’V ‘x}=O}, whichhasJ<“=O. 
Therefore, I’ is a semiprime (resp. prime, simple) pair o T(V) is a 
semiprime (resp. prime, simple) JTS. 
Moreover, if all nonzero polarized ideals of Z’(V) are semiprime as JTS, 
the same holds for the nonpolarized ones: if 0 #K 4 la T(V) with 
K<,‘=O, thenO#K,=Z?+@kaZ, and P,,K,=Q,t+K-@Q;-.R+=O 
which cannot be by semiprimeness of I,. We conclude that V is 
hereditarily-semiprime if and only if r( I’) is. 
Before defining the speciality of a Jordan pair, we point out that for a 
special semiprime polarized JTS T, the polarization of any *-tight 
ATS-envelope of T comes free-of-charge. 
5.2. PROPOSITION. If T= T+ 0 T- is a special semiprime polarized JTS 
with *-tight ATS-envelope R, then R is automatically polarized. 
Proof. R inherits (*-)semiprimeness from T; so given a typical spanning 
element a, . . aZn + , of R, ai E TfX, and b = xZyaz for 3, y” E T’, z E T, we 
use (2.22) and polarization of T repeatedly to calculate 
b(a, . ..a.,+,)b=x”y”za, ..-azn+,b= -zy’x”a, . ..a.,+,b 
= . . . =za, . ..a2.,+,xXyab 
=za, ...a2n+,(xZyax1)yZz=0, 
and conclude that bRb = 0 = b = 0 + a spanning monomial a, . . Zn + , of R 





As a consequence of 5.2, the only n-tads (n odd) of R that will survive 
are those with alternating signs: (x~x;“...x~)~E R”, x,?” E R’“. 
A pair V is special if it is isomorphic to a subpair of a pair (S) +, S an 
associative pair of the first kind. This is equivalent to requiring that V 
embed in a pair ((R)+, (R)+) for R an ATS (for if P’s(S)’ then 
Vc ((R(S))+, (R(S))+) (recall R(S) := S’ @IS), and if V& ((R)+, 
(R) ” ) then set S+ = S- = R), and, further, it is equivalent to having 
YZ ((A) +, (A)+) for A an associative algebra (for, Vs((R)+, (R)+)* 
Vc((A(R))-‘-, (A(R))+), and if Y&((A)+, (A)+) then set R :=A’ (recall 
f 1.10))). 
We call S= (St, S) an envei~pe for V if V+ $ Y- generates S+ OS- 
as ATS. V is an i-~pec~ff~ pair if it is the homomorphic image of a special 
pair. 
Next, we say that V .~ati~~es n p~~~)no~ia~ identity if T(V) does. We 
remark that whenever G(X) is a formal linearization-invariant ideal of a 
free JTS on the infinite set of indeterminates X and T is a polarized JTS, 
then G( 7’) is a polarized ideal of T. Indeed, if p(x,, . . . . x,) E G and 
ai = a,? 0 a,: E T, 1 < i < n, we may write ~(a,, . . . . a,) = C p’(ut , al;‘, . . . . 
a i:, ) at), a sum of Jordan monomials (of odd degrees) in which all signs 
alternate (since by polarization all the others are zero), and each such p’ 
falls in either T+ or T-. So ~(a,, . . . . a,) =p+ $p-, where py is the sum of 
monomials in T”, and p” E G(T) by linearization-invariance of G(X). For 
the remainder of this section, all hermitian ideals will be linearization- 
invariant (see [ 1, Remark 3.141). 
As an immediate consequence of the above de~nitions and facts, we have 
5.3. HERMIT-IAN STRUCTURE THEOREM FOR PAIRS. Let V=(V+, V-) be 
an i-special, prime, heredita~ly-semiprime Jordan pair with G( r( V)) # 0 
for some hermitian ideal G of ST. Then 
O#tff,tR+, *), ff,tR-, *))a V 
~Uf(Q.~(R)+> *I, fftQ,~tR)-, *)I, (5.4) 
for R = R’ @R- a *-prime *-polarized ATS with *-polarized Martindale 
ATS of symmetric quotients Q,(R). Hence, either 
(1) Y contains a nonzero ideal of the form (Ho(Sf, *), HO(S-, *)) 
for some prime associative *-pair S, or 
(2) V contains a nonzero subideal of the form (S)’ for some prime 
associative pair S. 
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Proof: All the hypothesis on V are passed on to r(V); by 3.19, 7’(V) is 
special and by 5.2 its ATS-envelope R is polarized. Using the above 
remarks and the fact that the polarization of R extends to its Martindale 
system of quotients, we may rewrite (4.2) in terms of pairs to obtain (5.4) 
(where W(R, *)= H(R+, *)$H(R-, *)). Next, set S= (S+, S-) :=S(R); 
by 1.20 the *-prime ATS R is either prime, in which case we obtain (I), or 
it contains a polarized ideal C # 0 (which is prime as an ATS), such that 
C q C* (I R, in which case we have (2). 1 
As an immediate corollary of 5.3, we have 
5.5. SIMPLICITY THEOREM FOR PAIRS. If V=(V', Y-) is a simple 
i-special Jordan pair with nonzero hermitian part G( T( V)) # 0, then either 
(1) Vr(H,(S+, *), HO(S-, *))for S a simple associative *-pair, or 
(2) V 1 (S) + for S a ~irnp~e a~~oc~a?~ve pair. 
If we replace S+ by A(R(S)), and S- by A(R(S)).-, (A(R(S)) the 
standard embedding of R(S)) in the statements of 5.3 and 5.5, one may 
argue as in the triple case and recover Zel’manov’s classification for Jordan 
pairs C14, Proposition 2; 15, Theorem 21. 
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